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Types of feedback
1. Informal: spontaneous, ubiquitous, “freestyle”.
2. Formal: planned/scheduled into the process, recorded.
3. Formative: monitoring learning to improve performance and results.
4. Summative: end-of-unit evaluation, comparing learning results against a 

standard/benchmark.
5. Student peer feedback: peer review.
6. Student self feedback: reflection, self-assessment, self-evaluation.
7. Constructive feedback:

○ Negative: corrective comments on mistakes / erroneous behaviour
○ Positive: affirmative comments on successes and desirable behaviour
○ Negative feed-forward: discouraging mistakes/undesirable behaviours in the future
○ Positive feed-forward: encouraging desirable behaviour in the future



Feedback 1. CCQ (content checking questions) as a 
form of feedback from students.

Evaluating students’ knowledge and understanding

Do you understand?



Feedback 1. CCQ (content checking questions) as a 
form of feedback from students.

Evaluating students’ knowledge and understanding

Purpose: to check if students have understood key concepts 
in vocabulary/ grammar / instructions



Example of CCQ for vocabulary
Target vocabulary: sharp (adj.)
Example sentence: the knife is sharp!
Possible CCQs:

1. Is a spoon sharp?
2. Is a pen sharp?
3. Is a knife sharp?
4. Tell me some things that are sharp.

BEGINNER’S RECIPE (can be others) 
1. NO
2. NO
3. YES
4. WHAT?



Practice 1
Look at the following examples. 

Which CCQs are good and which ones are bad?

1. Bakery (N)
a. Is “Mārtiņa Beķereja” a bakery?
b. What can you buy in a bakery?
c. Does a baker work at a bakery?
d. Tell me about some bakeries in 

Latvia!
e. Do you like bakeries?

2. Heavy (Adj)
a. Is an elephant heavy?
b. Are you heavy?
c. What is heavier, a chicken or a horse?
d. What is Latvian for “heavy”?
e. What else is heavy?



Practice 1
Look at the following examples. 

Which CCQs are good and which ones are bad?

1. Bakery (N)
a. Is “Mārtiņa Beķereja” a bakery?
b. What can you buy in a bakery?
c. Does a baker work at a bakery?
d. Tell me about some bakeries in 

Latvia!
e. Do you like bakeries?

2. Heavy (Adj)
a. Is an elephant heavy?
b. Are you heavy?
c. What is heavier, a chicken or a horse?
d. What is Latvian for “heavy”?
e. What could be the heaviest object in 

our classroom?



Practice 2
Look at the following examples. 

Which CCQs are good and which ones are bad?

1. What is the present perfect structure?

2. What do you know about the present tenses?

3. Which 3 signal words for the present tense do you know? 

4. What new did you learn during this lesson?

5. What you shouldn’t include in present tenses?

6. In which tense (apart from present) can you use the structure ‘be going to’?



Practice 2
Look at the following examples. 

Which CCQs are good and which ones are bad?

1. What is the present perfect structure? Good

2. What do you know about the present tenses? Bad

3. Which 3 signal words for the present tense do you know? Good

4. What new did you learn during this lesson? Bad

5. What you shouldn’t include in present tenses? Bad

6. In which tense (apart from present) can you use the structure ‘be going to’? Good



Practice 3
Look at the following task examples. 

Which CCQs are good and which ones are bad?

1. Write a short paragraph about what you did over the weekend.
a. Are you going to write a short paragraph about what you did over the weekend?
b. What are you going to write?
c. Are you going to read the paragraph?
d. Are you going to write about today?

2. In your group, make a list of 10 sports. You have 2 minutes.
e. Are you going to make a list of 5 sports?
f. Are you going to do this alone?
g. Are you going to do this quickly or slowly?
h. How many sports?



Practice 3
Look at the following task examples. 

Which CCQs are good and which ones are bad?

1. Write a short paragraph about what you did over the weekend.
a. Are you going to write a short paragraph about what you did over the weekend?
b. What are you going to write?
c. Are you going to read the paragraph?
d. Are you going to write about today?

2. In your group, make a list of 10 sports. You have 2 minutes.
e. Are you going to make a list of 5 sports?
f. Are you going to do this alone?
g. Are you going to do this quickly or slowly?
h. How many sports?



CCQ tips
● Short and simple
● Specific 
● Not including new terms
● Not implying the answer
● Make sure you understand the concept you are teaching in the context 

that it is occurring in! 
● You may check the English-to-English dictionary first, then the 

English-to-Latvian to compare. 



Feedback 2. Symbols and colour codes

What could these symbols stand for?



Feedback 2. Symbols and colour codes

● These are error types. 
● Marking the errors and letting the student correct himself/herself. 
● Teacher-assisted negative student self feedback.



Feedback 2. Symbols and colour codes

What could these highlights stand for?

Keep smile, because live is  beautiful thing and there are so much to smile  .

word form

missing word

spelling 



Feedback 2. Symbols and colour codes

If a student corrected the mistakes, this is what he/she will get: 

Keep smiling, because life is a beautiful thing and there's so much to smile about.





Feedback 2. Symbols and colour codes (simplified)

Joe was brave enough, his adrenaline went up and he decided to act. 
He politely sat down at Jessy’s table and asked her if he can order a 
drink for her. Jessy being a bit scared and shy accepted his gift. Joe 
was very polite and respectful and Jessy opened up more and more 
to him. He tried to act as interested as he possibly could, because the 
most things Jessy said he already knew about her. Minutes pass by 
and Jessy decided to go to the bathroom. This was the perfect 
moment for Joe to spike Jessy’s drink. Careful enough he looked 
around him and poured the white powder into the drink and mixed it. 
Jessy came back and he was so proud of himself he couldn’t stop 
smiling and continued to ask Jessy all kinds of questions to get to 
know her better.



Practice

Link to the pair work material: CLICK ME

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-twNwh1wmfqWVqKHsDGO2mwZG7UEKCpy8eCeZOVfbGM/edit


Feedback 3. Writing tasks

Students correcting other students

Consider:

● Age and attitude
● Group relationships
● Language level



Feedback 4. Speaking tasks

Giving generalised, positive-negative, typed and visual feedback to students on their 
performance (voice messages)



Feedback 4. Speaking tasks



Feedback 4. Speaking tasks



Feedback 4. Speaking tasks



Feedback 4. Speaking tasks

Classmate evaluation - class engagement by evaluating other students

1p 2p 3p



Feedback 5. Tests, examinations

1. Fighting for a point:

a. Correcting the task with most mistakes
b. Completing a task with the same topic as the mistakes (depends on the type of task)



Feedback 5. Tests, examinations

2. Reflective questions about the test and the covered unit.



Feedback 6. Digital tools

“Flip” (link)

https://info.flip.com/getting-started.html


Feedback 6. Digital tools

“Google Forms” (link)

https://forms.gle/bhVLngqwiLwst1SH9


Feedback 6. Digital tools

“Kahoot” (link)

● Revision with immediate feedback
● Evaluation of pre-existing knowledge

https://kahoot.com/schools-u/


Feedback 6. Digital tools

“Socrative” (link)

● In lesson revision and feedback
● After lesson check up for next lessons preparation

https://www.socrative.com/


Practice

socrative.com

Student login

Room kode: KAB7036


